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1 Introduction

The Manhattan Project was a covert United States operation which con-
cerned itself with the research and development of atomic bombs during
World War II. As the following passage from a 1945 article in the American
weekly magazine Life so brilliantly summarises, extreme levels of secrecy
and censorship surrounded the Project, meaning that despite employing
an estimated 130,000 people at its peak and involving a total of more than
600,000 people over its lifetime, very few knew its purpose, arguably making
it one of the largest secrecy endeavours in history.1

Probably no more than a few dozen men in the entire country knew the full
meaning of Manhattan Project, and perhaps only a thousand others were even
aware that work on atoms was involved. The whole vast, intricate undertaking
was so compartmented and channelized that below top directorial levels no one
could see more than a tiny fraction of what was going on, and that fraction never
seemed to join with any other. The thousands of men and women in the plants
worked like moles in the dark. Their jobs were not explained. The factories were
not explained. The purpose of what they were doing was not explained. The end
product - if any - was never mentioned. Raw materials by the mountain poured
into Oak Ridge and Richland Village, the Washington establishment, but nothing
ever seemed to move out. The actual production processes were invisible. Workers
stood at dials and switches while behind thick concrete walls mysterious reactions
took place. When the news broke after Hiroshima the employees of Manhattan
Project were as startled as the rest of the nation.

Francis Sill Wickware
Life magazine, 19452

The above excerpt raises a number of intriguing questions in my mind.
How was such seemingly effective secrecy achieved within an organisation
spread across an entire country and involving such a vast workforce? Given
that employees were reportedly like “moles working in the dark”, was the
scientific research being conducted not compromised or hindered, and if
not, why? Did most of the workers involved really not have any idea about
the final product, or were they just unwilling to admit it?

It is the aim of this discussion to begin to address these questions, by
examining in detail the methods of secrecy and censorship used by the
Project, before considering their consequences and effectiveness. I will
firstly begin by providing a background overview of the years surrounding
the Manhattan Project’s activities, then explore the methods of secrecy and

1Wellerstein 2013a.
2Wickware 20th August 1945, p. 111.
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censorship in turn before discussing and evaluating the effectiveness of
these methods. Finally, the implications and effects these had on the Project
and its position within society will be considered.

It is my intention to argue that the Project was generally kept secret suc-
cessfully despite numerous information leaks, and this was quite remarkable
given its scale. Whilst the secrecy and censorship did have consequences
on the quality of life of its workers, importantly the effects on the progress
of scientific research and technological development itself were minimised
and any secrecy breaches did little to aid the enemy’s own nuclear efforts.
Both of these key features were facilitated by compartmentalisation of know-
ledge, which formed the core of the Project’s secrecy campaign and was in
my opinion the truly revolutionary factor behind the Manhattan Project’s
success.

2 Overview and context

Before engaging in close analysis of the details of the secrecy and censorship
surrounding the Manhattan Project, it seems necessary to first outline a
brief historical framework in order to provide the context in which this
discussion is set. Specifically, it is important to have an understanding of
the developments in modern physics research in the inter-war years which
led to nuclear research, and the nature of the Manhattan Project’s genesis
and subsequent operations.

2.1 Historical background: the genesis of nuclear research

As political tensions grew in the years prior to World War II, rapid advances
in scientific technologies took place, often behind closed doors. Disciplines
such as rocketry, electronic computing, radar, antisepsis, blood transfusion,
material science, nutrition and of course atomic warfare all developed at a
remarkably accelerated rate before and during World War II. All shared the
benefit of a greater understanding in scientific management and large-scale
production which emerged as a consequence of war.3

The 1930s marked a transition in nuclear physics from discovery of
atomic structure to understanding and observing energy interactions and
radioactive decays. In 1932, Chadwick suggested that the radioactivity
being seen by many of his contemporaries was due to neutron emission, a
discovery which enabled a greater understanding of the forces which hold
nuclei together and the energy required to overcome them. Indeed, 1935
saw Yukawa put forward his theory of the strong force, which accurately

3Agar 2012, p. 283.
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explained nuclear stability and decay, and provided a launch pad for the
discipline of particle physics. By the end of 1938, the concept of nuclear
fission had been proposed by Hahn and Strassmann, and the following year,
Szilárd, Fermi and Anderson showed that a nuclear chain reaction by way
of neutron-induced fission in uranium was possible.4

This discovery was exciting for all involved, but also presented worrying
potential to create grave consequences. Szilárd responded by drafting a total
of two letters, signed in support and sent by Albert Einstein to President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, urging the United States to make preparations for
nuclear warfare in response to the fear that Nazi Germany may already be
developing bombs. Similarly in Britain, Otto Frisch and Rudolph Peierls had
calculated that the critical mass of uranium required to produce a “super
bomb” could be successfully carried by a bomber aircraft and also realised
the possibility that Germany may be developing a weapon of this sort. Like
Szilárd and Einstein, they wrote a memorandum to their respective British
government, urging the immediate preparation for nuclear warfare, and
a exploratory group known as the MAUD committee was created which
investigated the feasibility of being able to create a useable bomb from the
current knowledge of nuclear physics. Thus, the primary pressure on the
British and United States governments to engage in nuclear research came
from European, often Jewish, physicists who had fled Nazi Germany. After
much initial skepticism and following the reports released by the newly
founded British MAUD Committee, significant research into atomic bomb
development was being conducted in the United States from October 1941
after approval by President F. D. Roosevelt.

Notably, the findings of the March 1941 MAUD report and Britain’s
intention to produce a bomb were communicated to the Soviet Union via
Anatoly Gorsky, a Soviet KGB spy operating out of the Soviet Embassy in
London. It is thought that he was fed this information by John Cairncross,
secretary to the chair of the Cabinet Scientific Advisory Committee and a
communist recruited by the Soviets. The Soviets finally responded some 18
months later by agreeing to begin work on developing a bomb of their own,
and so research into the development of atomic bombs was now actively
taking place on both sides of the Pacific.5 Meanwhile, whilst Germany did
make some efforts to engage in similar research, their nuclear program
lacked the resources and government support to be successful, and many of
the country’s best scientists had either fled before the war or were conscrip-
ted to the armed forces rather than engaged in the lower priority nuclear
research. Consequently, Germany failed to make any notably progress to-

4Anderson, Fermi and Szilárd 1939.
5Gannon 2001, p. 224.
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wards producing a bomb, and in fact did not generate a critical nuclear
reaction until after the very end of the War.

2.2 Overview of the Manhattan Project

On 9th October 1941, President F. D. Roosevelt approved full-scale nuclear
research, appointing the U.S. Army to manage the Project, and initiating
collaboration with the British, whose own project, at this time at least, was
rather more advanced. Nine weeks later, in the wake of the recent Pearl
Harbour attack and the subsequent U.S. declaration of war on Japan and
Germany, work was already well underway at several university and state
research institutes into uranium enrichment processes and nuclear reactor
technologies. By the middle of the following year, substantial research fund-
ing was granted which enabled three possible isotope separation techniques
and two reactor technologies to be pursued further in parallel, and the
University of California physicist, J. Robert Oppenheimer, was recruited
to lead research on the crucial critical mass calculations. Additionally, the
first reactor site was identified near Elza, Tennessee, and Colonel James
Marshall had been appointed to lead the Army’s involvement in the Project,
which later became known as Manhattan District after the location of his
headquarters in New York.

In September of 1942, the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
which had been established by the President to oversee wartime scientific
research into military technologies, had become dissatisfied with progress
under Marshall’s command. Consequently, Brigadier General Leslie Groves,
formerly a Colonel and deputy head of the Corps of Engineers Construction
Division, was appointed to replace Marshall and was officially in command
of the Manhattan Project from 23rd September onwards. Immediately, he
succeeded in having the Project’s Army priority status raised to the highest
level, enabling the allocation of more resources and funding, and elected
Oppenheimer to lead Project Y, which would design and construct the bomb
itself. This latter move was notably controversial, given Oppenheimer’s
limited administrative background, questionable security status due to Com-
munist associations, and lack of a Nobel Prize which most other potential
leadership candidates possessed. Despite this, Groves had put his trust in
Oppenheimer and provided him with full security clearance in July 1943.

At the peak of the Manhattan Project’s activities, at least twenty inde-
pendent research, engineering and administration sites were involved across
the United States and Canada, along with some assistance from locations in
Britain, though the collaborative relationship between the British and Amer-
icans was unstable and sensitive at best. The two largest, most active, and
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arguably most important sites were those of the Los Alamos Laboratory near
Albuquerque, New Mexico and Oak Ridge near Knoxville, Tennessee. A
third site, the Hanford Engineer Works near Richland, Washington, also later
became a large and important site, specifically involved in the production
of plutonium.

Oak Ridge was a 59,000 acre site acquired as the site of the Corps of
Engineers, which produced the necessary plutonium and enriched uranium
for the Project via four distinct plants, each located within valleys surroun-
ded by naturally protective ridges. It encompassed the previously identified
site near Elza, and forced local residents out of the area within six weeks of
the land’s acquisition. Its remote location twelve miles from Knoxville, the
nearest city, made it an ideal site for the Project from a security and safety
perspective, yet it benefitted from both being easily accessible by road or rail
and having a ready supply of water and electricity from a nearby recently
constructed dam. With Groves and Marshall satisfied by the site, it quickly
became a military exclusion area and was known as the Clinton Engineer
Works.6

Figure 1: A typical worker’s pre-fabricated Cemesto house at Oak Ridge.
Properties were ranked from small two-bedroom Type A houses up to large
type F family houses, depending on family size and the worker’s job status.
Type C building depicted above, courtesy of the US Department of Energy.

Residential housing (Figure 1) was constructed to house a total of some

6Jones 1985, p. 78.
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75,000 workers at its peak, making it the fifth largest city in the state, yet it
never appeared on maps; in essence, an entire town, the purpose of which
shrouded in secrecy, had been created on previously sparsely inhabited
farmland. Access was tightly controlled via security checkpoint gates, and
the residential and administrative areas (Figure 2) were isolated from the
secure production areas. Even the architects involved in designing the site
were escorted to the site with minimal understanding of where they were
going or the nature of the site.7 It is suggested that news of the dropping
of the Little Boy bomb on Hiroshima on 6th August 1945 was the first time
that the purpose of Oak Ridge residents’ work became evident to them.

Figure 2: An aerial photograph of Oak Ridge, depicting residential and
administrative areas. Courtesy of the Atomic Heritage Foundation.

Los Alamos was a 54,000 acre site in New Mexico acquired by the Project
in November 1942, following a recommendation by Oppenheimer, who
was later appointed its director. Shrouded in some of the highest levels of
secrecy due the site hosting Project Y, the Los Alamos Laboratory functioned
as a single isolated facility dedicated to nuclear warhead research and de-
velopment. The workers of the lab successfully produced and detonated the
Trinity test bomb in a nearby desert in order to test the new implosion-type
bomb technology, before the Little Boy and Fat Man bombs were dropped
over Hiroshima and Nagasaki respectively.

7Jackson and Johnson 1981, p. 10 - 27.
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A broad workflow overview of the Project might be summarised as
follows. With the requisite understanding of nuclear physics established
and reactor technologies in place, the bomb production process started
with the extraction of uranium ore which would be used both to directly
fuel gun-type fission bombs (e.g. Little Boy) after enrichment as well as to
generate plutonium in reactors for subsequent use in implosion-type fission
bombs (e.g. Fat Man). Accessible uranium was rather limited at the time,
though luckily the majority of the ore was able to be supplied by Canada,
the world’s largest producer of the metal, which was arguably a key factor
in the rapid progression and relative success of the U.S. nuclear programme.
Further stocks were obtained from the Belgian Congo after export controls
on allied nations were imposed, and also from Colorado. The ores were then
purified using numerous novel techniques, and the uranium was sent for
enrichment using three distinct and competing processes at Oak Ridge, in
order to increase the naturally scarce proportion of the fissile uranium-235
isotope. As the Project developed further, outputs from one process would
be fed into the others, resulting in a potentiating enrichment effect which
yielded highly fissile uranium with a uranium-235 isotope content of up to
89%. In total, approximately 50kg of enriched uranium was sent from Oak
Ridge to Los Alamos for incorporation into the Little Boy gun-type bomb,
which used conventional explosives to engage two separate sub-critical
masses of uranium at high velocity, yielding a single super-critical mass
which would then begin a nuclear chain reaction.

Meanwhile, some of the purified unenriched uranium entered the X10
graphite reactor at Oak Ridge and later the Hanford B reactor in Washington,
the purpose of which was to generate large quantities of plutonium-239 for
use in the implosion-type Fat Man bomb (though early efforts attempted
to use the fuel in a gun-type bomb, which proved to be unachievable). The
plutonium yield was then separated, for which the development of the
required techniques proved problematic due little being known chemically
about plutonium at the time.

On 16th July 1945, the Trinity test was successfully conducted at a bomb-
ing range near Alamogordo Airfield, New Mexico. This posed major chal-
lenges from a secrecy perspective even under the guise of a standard military
bombing range, given that the detonation was reportedly heard and felt up
to 100 miles away, and the mushroom cloud could have been seen up to 250
miles away. Significant public relations work amongst the local communities
was required to prevent the spreading and reporting of rumours regarding
the test explosion.

At its peak, the Manhattan Project was directly employing just under
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130,000 people, which given the demand for skilled workers during the war
strongly reflects the priority the Project was given by the US government.
In order to defend the Project’s progress, the United States launched the
Alsos mission in September 1943, the aim of which was to gain information
on Axis scientific research and development programmes and in particular,
Germany’s own nuclear weapons project. Its agents would work amongst
the front lines of the Allied forces, seeking out and capturing enemy re-
sources and interviewing scientists and detaining personnel. The mission
was established by Leslie Groves directly, and so was in effect commissioned
by the Manhattan Project itself. With most of Germany’s great physicists
fleeing the country to Allied nations and the United States in particular, the
Nazis were heavily dependent on nuclear weapons knowledge acquired by
espionage. Meanwhile, the Soviets had their own Alsos operation which
involved actively searching for and acquiring information and resources
which would benefit their own more promising atomic programme.

Of particular interest is the information gathered following the capture
of Strasbourg on 23th November 1944. Previous intelligence obtained by the
Alsos operation had suggested that Strasbourg was a significant weapons
development location, with several high profile German physicists known to
be working in the city’s university. Documents were discovered in the office
of Friedrich von Weizsäcker, a physicist strongly implicated in the German
nuclear project spearheaded by Heisenberg, which described how attempts
to develop a viable uranium enrichment process had been unsuccessful.
This evidence strongly implied that the Nazi’s did not possess any nuclear
weapons, nor would they do so for quite some time.8

Ultimately, what the Alsos mission discovered was that the German
nuclear program was far less well developed and dangerous than first
feared due to lack of resources and poor management, much to the surprise
of all involved. It was even suggested jokingly that the United States had
perhaps invested more in their Alsos mission than the Germans had in
their nuclear program.9 Interview transcripts implied that the German’s
failings was not due to a lack of scientific understanding nor intentional
hinderance by anti-Hitler scientists on moral grounds, but rather was due
to the German’s believing that there would be insufficient time to develop a
useable bomb before the war was won, and thus resources were not allocated
to the endeavour.10

8Goudsmit 1996, p. 70.
9Ibid., p. 107.

10Mendelsohn 1997, p. 189.
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3 Secrecy methods

The degree to which methods of secrecy were used throughout the Project is
perhaps a reflection of its Army leadership. It was deemed vital to prevent
the Axis powers from being aware of the U.S. interest in atomic weapons
in order to reduce the enemy’s own efforts to produce weapons, spy on
and sabotage the U.S. program. A wide range of secrecy methods were
involved in keeping the Project secure, including methods at the planning
and establishment stage, active compartmentalisation of information flow,
and explicit internal deterrent material.

3.1 Locations of the project sites

Whilst many of the Project’s activities were conducted, at least at first,
at pre-established locations such as university research departments and
government offices, much of the work took place at specifically constructed
project sites. These were primarily built in order to provide the necessary
infrastructure for processing and producing project materials, which could
not be done securely, nor in some cases was it even possible, at pre-existing
facilities. Much time and energy was invested into the careful selection of
these project sites, in order to ensure there was the necessary supporting
infrastructure but also to maximise their security. Candidate locations were
painstakingly surveyed and infrastructure compared; agreement amongst
all parties as to the suitability of a site was unusual as it was rare to find a
site fulfilling all criteria, where isolation yet accessibility were in balance.
The Manhattan Project was influential in formalising the process of selecting
sites for classified purposes, and the Project’s sites were a small part of the
hundreds acquired by federal government during the war years.11

For example, the area in which the Los Alamos site was eventually
located was first suggested by Oppenheimer, who had spent time at the
nearby ranch school as a child. The site’s operations were some of the most
sensitive of the entire project, and so the fact that the nearest town was
some 16 miles away was a strong selling point, as was its central location
within the country, isolated far from any borders (a minimum distance of
200 miles was stipulated).12 Secrecy of the location was so important that
it was not found on any maps, and the entire site was served by a single
PO box address in nearly Santa Fe, to which birth certificates were also
registered.

Meanwhile, the Oak Ridge site near Knoxville, Tennessee demanded
much more land, making site selection all the more challenging. The final

11Wirth 2003, p. 155.
12Hales 1997, p. 43.
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location was selected due to its excellent nearby availability of electricity,
water, roads, and railway lines, as well as the presence of several ridges
which could form a natural encompassing barrier around each individual
operating site.13 The site was sufficiently large to both enable the building
of the Oak Ridge residential town itself as well as provide several miles of
safety space around the plutonium plant in the event of an explosion.

3.2 Compartmentalisation of information

Leslie Groves’s primarily achieved project secrecy by maintaining control
over the flow of information amongst his closest team members. This model
of compartmentalisation of information was initially applied to groups
working on research and development, but was then extended throughout
the Project and, according to Groves, formed “the heart of security . . . my
rule was simple and not capable of misinterpretation - each man should
know everything he needed to know to do his job and nothing else”.14 This
policy became the key security principle underpinning all Project security
measures, with the aim of preventing “persons from acquiring knowledge
of the scope or nature of the Project”.15 The senior management committees
were realistic about the fact that it would be difficult to maintain complete
secrecy in such a vast organisation, and thus compartmentalisation ensured
that any leaked information was unlikely to be of any use to the enemy
in isolation, and was also unlikely to contain any extremely important
knowledge such as the Project’s overall objective or specific techniques
crucial to the success of the industrial processes.16 Further, information
obtained by employees would be so out of context that it would be difficult to
effectively pass useful information to the enemy. District security regulations
stated that “employees . . . shall be organized into small working groups
or teams so far as possible, each working on its own phase of the job and
not being permitted to inspect or discuss the work being done by others”.
The policy was even applied to external public suppliers, with each raw
material being ordered from a different company, and any parts being
manufactured and assembled at separate factories. At the management
level, written agreements between organisations prevented the exchanging
of information not necessary for the benefit of the work at both organisations.
Details of eligible information, methods of transmission and authorised
individuals were specified.17 This system arguably had the effect of not only

13Jones 1985, p. 69.
14Groves 1962, p. 139-40.
15Hadden 1945, p. 6.4.
16Ibid., p. 2.1.
17National Counterintelligence Centre 2011, p. 96-7.
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facilitating highly effective secrecy, but also promoted the benefits associated
with specialisation of a workforce, such as higher efficiency and product
throughput.

Information flow was managed within a vertical communication model,
such that issues were discussed between superior and inferior employees as
part of a chain only, thus preventing horizontal discussion, rumour spread-
ing and leaking of information between specialised work groups.18 This
policy of day-to-day information flow both enhanced compartmentalisation
of knowledge and enforced job hierarchy. As a consequence, most workers
were unaware of other project sites, other plants within their site and even
what other departments within their plant were doing.19

Upon enrolment onto the Project, workers were issued with security
clearance badges which showed an identification photograph, job position
and level of clearance, denoted by the badge colour (yellow, blue, red or
white with corresponding higher levels of security clearance with each).
These were a novel development, which seemed to appear within many
fields around the time of World War II.20 Only the top level administrative
staff, senior physicists and head engineers would have been aware of the
ultimate goal of the Manhattan Project, and they would have been issued
with a white security badge to denote the highest level of security clearance.

The white badges also enabled them to attend lectures given by Oppen-
heimer at the Los Alamos site.21 Additionally, in April 1943, Los Alamos’
newly recruited top young scientists gathered for five lectures on the prin-
ciples of building atomic weapons, delivered by the physicist and Oppen-
heimer protégé, Robert Serber, the notes from which were later published as
the Los Alamos Primer which was given to subsequent new arrivals.22 The
document represented all that was known at the time about the science and
technology involved in an atomic bomb, and was the first technical report
produced by the Los Alamos Laboratory. It detailed every technical consid-
eration, underlying theory and the calculations necessary to build an atomic
bomb, thus, scientists working at the lab knew in essence, everything there
was to know about the bomb development component of the Manhattan
Project.

18Staggers 2006, p. 83.
19Hadden 1945, p. 6.13.
20Wellerstein 2012b.
21Security and Secrecy.
22Serber 1992.
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3.3 Discipline and punishments

Discipline, “an art of rank” according to Foucault, was used to enforce the
system of compartmentalisation imposed upon the Project by Groves, which
was made clear by the systems of security clearance and job positions.23 The
idea was that the punishments would prevent anyone who had managed
to work out classified aspects of the Project from sharing this information.
Indeed, the threat of reprimand was significant and made clear upon enrol-
ment, with a fine of $10,000 and ten years in jail being imposed under the
Espionage Act of 1917 in serious cases.24 The Act also facilitated the death
penalty or life imprisonment for treason cases, that is, cases of intentional
passing of information, or of sabotage.25 Additionally, upon enrolment onto
the Project, scientists were required to sign a secrecy oath in which they
swore upon their personal and scientific reputation (Figure 3).

Figure 3: A copy of the declaration of secrecy signed by all newly enrolled
professional scientists, obtained from the Manhattan District History.

Generally, for minor violations employees were reprimanded and warned
that further repeat violations would have serious consequences. Repeat vi-
olations or serious security breaches resulted in either immediate dismissal,
or removal from all work dealing with classified information and realloc-
ation to basic tasks.26 Compliance arguably also relied heavily on a sense

23Staggers 2006, p. 81-2.
24Gonzales 2012, p. 56.
25Galison 2010, p. 952.
26Hadden 1945, p. 6.6.
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of patriotism and loyalty, in combination with common sense realisation
that sharing of supposedly important information would aid the enemy.27

This ethos was reflected in the voluntary basis to censorship methods to be
discussed.

3.4 Billboard campaigns

The Manhattan Project was somewhat unusual in that at times the secrecy
measures were extremely explicit, with numerous billboards being erected
around the sites to remind workers of the policy, examples of which are
shown in Figure 4. This formed part of the educational component of the
wider safeguarding of military information program within the Project,
which aimed to make all workers highly security conscious.28

Figure 4: Oak Ridge billboards promoting secrecy amongst workers, used
in conjunction with educational talks, films, notices and leaflets. Courtesy
of the American Museum of Science and Energy, photographs by James E.
Westcott, official US Army photographer for the Manhattan Project.

Many of these signs utilised emotional triggers and blackmail to evoke
a sense of duty and motivation amongst workers, pointing to loss of life
and defeat as consequences in the event of “loose talk”. Obsessive paranoia
was also encouraged by suggestions of omnipresent surveillance and the

27Hadden 1945, p. 6.13.
28Ibid., p. 1.4.
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potential threat of espionage, thus workers were aware that they could be
overhead by either their superiors or the enemy at any time.29 Throughout
their employment, workers were bombarded with reminders of secrecy
across a range of media.30

3.5 Screening of employees

Prior to employment by the Manhattan Project, a worker would undergo a
rigorous background screening process, in order to “assure the entrusting of
classified work, of interest to the District, only to those persons whose loyalty,
integrity and discretion had been clearly established”. A worker’s job could
either be classified or non-classified depending on whether they encountered
sensitive material during their work, and particular attention was paid to
classified workers, such as the Project’s scientists at Los Alamos. Those
joining the Project were required to provide proof of citizenship, submit a
questionnaire for investigation and review, and provide fingerprints, before
signing of a secrecy agreement.31 Equivalent checks were also performed on
companies before contracted work was approved.

Somewhat surprisingly, it seems that many of the Project’s top scientists
had, in the eyes of the FBI and the internal security department, highly ques-
tionable security backgrounds. For example, Army intelligence suggested
that Enrico Fermi, one of the leading fission researchers, was “undoubtedly
a Facist” and that Leo Szilard, despite writing the Einstein-signed letter to
the U.S. president, was “very pro-German”. The reports on both scientists
concluded by saying that “employment of this person on secret work is not
recommended”, resulting in both very nearly being withdrawn from atomic
research, ironic given they had themselves invented much of the subject
matter.32 Given that many of the Project’s scientists were refugees who had
fled Nazi Germany, there were undoubtedly numerous security concerns
regarding their various backgrounds, but the cases provide an interesting
example of how screening of employees was performed.

The emphasis was, however, on “completing the project and in some
cases an employee who was considered irresponsible was retained although
his loyalty was questionable. Such employees were carefully watched at
all times”.33 There was, therefore, always a difficult balance that had to be
struck between the rigorous screening of workers and having a sufficiently
large and ready supply of workers to achieve the Project’s goals in good

29Staggers 2006, p. 80.
30Hadden 1945, p. 6.10.
31Ibid., p. 3.1 - 3.2.
32Hargittai 2008, p. 103.
33Hadden 1945, p. 1.3.
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time.34

Personnel investigations, part of the Project’s broader counterintelligence
activities, were of a scale relative to the suspect’s potential for obtaining
classified information.35 For example, despite J. Robert Oppenheimer’s
senior position within the Manhattan Project as director of the Los Alamos
laboratory, questions are commonly raised about his security status and
in particular, his possible relationship with communism. It must be made
clear that the fact that Oppenheimer was not an atomic spy is almost univer-
sally agreed upon, on the basis that no clear evidence exists that he passed
information of any kind to the Soviets.36 Debate does, however, continue
over Oppenheimer’s political status, and the issue was clearly something
which had to be considered and addressed as part of the Manhattan Project’s
security measures. In March 1941, the FBI began an investigate into Oppen-
heimer after his car was identified at a suspected Communist Party meeting
several months previously, and over time they accumulated vast quantities
of information, much of it obtained via illegal wiretaps. The investigations
into Oppenheimer’s possible Communist associations were therefore large,
sustained and determined due to his huge access to classified information.
Despite this, no action was taken against Oppenheimer during the war years.
Thus, evidence linking him to the Communist Party group in California was
dubious and inconsistent at best, and Oppenheimer’s involvement was most
likely limited to an unofficial interest as part of his broader eclectic political
views, in which he paid no dues nor ever considered himself a ‘member’ of
group or a Communist. Despite the investigations by both the FBI and the
Manhattan Project’s own security group, Leslie Groves personally approved
Oppenheimer’s security clearance, deeming him so “absolutely essential”
to the Project that any suspicions could be overlooked.37

4 Censorship methods

Censorship of the Manhattan Project’s operations played a key role in its
incognito position. Whilst secrecy measures were concerned with ensuring it
was not possible for information to reach unauthorised persons, censorship
measures acted as a safety net by preventing or intercepting any information
leaks. In some ways, censorship both provides a level of security on the
distribution of knowledge obtained by outside observers as well as on
materials originating from within the Project. Both internal Project materials

34Hadden 1945, p. 2.9.
35Ibid., p. 2.2.
36Carson and Hollinger 2005, p. 49.
37Groves 1962, p. 63.
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and external publications, broadcasts and correspondences were subject
to censorship. Together, this ensured control over all documentation and
media associated with the Project and its research subjects.

4.1 Mass media and scientific publications

Censorship of publications first began in 1940, after a small group of European
refugee physicists living in the US attempted to initiate the voluntary censor-
ship in US and British scientific journals of any research relating to uranium
fission, as a means of hindering the German nuclear program which they
knew was being established. Whilst slow to be accepted, publications of this
nature did eventually cease following the support of a US National Research
Council committee.38

Unfortunately, this form of censorship backfired somewhat, as the Soviet
physicist Georgy Flyorov had noticed the absence in US, British and German
publications on the topic of nuclear fission and lack of response to his co-
discovery of spontaneous fission, and so concluded that the field had been
classified, which could only mean one thing. He therefore wrote to Stalin in
April 1942, much like Einstein and Slizárd wrote to President F. Roosevelt
just under three years previously, making clear his suspicions and urging
him to launch a Soviet nuclear program at once.39 This, in combination with
other leads such as the leaked British MAUD report, did indeed see the
Soviet nuclear program commence five months later.

In December 1941, the United States founded the Office of Censorship
which was active only during the war years for the purpose of monitoring
mass media activities. The agency monitored and intercepted communica-
tions and media publications, though most censorship was achieved on a
voluntary basis. This was facilitated by the issuing of The Code of Wartime
Practices in January 1942, which was a short document detailing sensitive
subjects which needed to be withheld from the enemy and so should not
be discussed in broadcasts or publications without permission. Further to
this, on 28th June 1943, the Office of Censorship sent a letter to thousands
of publishers and broadcasters nationwide, further emphasising the need
to avoid discussion of “new or secret military weapons”, and specifically
requested that various atomic topics and a list of radioactive elements were
to be avoided.40 Efforts were also made to build public relations with the
communities local to the Project’s sites, in order to avoid the spreading of

38Jones 1985, p. 12, 253.
39Kean 2010, p. 86.
40Sweeney 2001, p. 200.
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rumours.41

Byron Price, director of the US Office of Censorship, said after the war
ended that work on the atomic bomb was the “best kept secret of the war”,
for which he gave “special praise to the newspapers, radio broadcasters,
magazines, book publishers”; in total, some 20,000 news outlets agreed to
voluntary censorship. Ultimately, the censorship really was voluntary, as
there were no fines or punishments for transgressions, and instead relied on
mutual trust founded on the common goal of U.S. war victory. For example,
in 1942, Drew Pearson, a well-known investigative journalist, had managed
to collate a reasonably large quantity of classified Project information during
the course of his work, and was investigated by the FBI under the Espionage
Act and then required to submit all his work to the Office of Censorship
for pre-release review. However, this initial encounter with the authorities
gradually developed into a uniquely respectful working relationship as
Pearson began to adhere strictly to censorship rules and refrained from dis-
cussing any further information obtained, instead promoting the censorship
rules amongst his colleagues.42

4.2 Internal communications

In November 1943, regulations for the safeguarding of military information
were distributed throughout the Project, which classified information as
‘SECRET, ‘CONFIDENTIAL’ or ‘RESTRICTED’ and outlined the handling
procedures for each. In March of the following year, a ‘TOP SECRET’ cat-
egory was added, documents of which had to be transmitted in double
sealed envelopes, for example. Correspondences within the project were
also therefore categorised and dealt with accordingly by authorised persons,
to prevent the transmission of unnecessary information. For example, any
documents marked at least ‘SECRET’ could not be reproduced without au-
thorisation, whilst documents marked at least ‘CONFIDENTIAL’ could only
be classified as such by certain authorised individuals.43 Particular atten-
tion was paid to official correspondences with other important government
agencies to ensure classified information was omitted. Meanwhile, personal
notes, illustrations or recordings of any kind were not permitted as any
classified documents were to be stored in designated safes, with every page
stamped at the top and bottom with the relevant document security cat-
egory. Waste documents were shredded and burned under supervision, the
details of which were recorded in a report. Regular security surveys were
conducted at sites to ensure that procedures were being carefully followed,

41Hadden 1945, p. 6.8.
42Sweeney 2001, p. 135.
43Hadden 1945, p. 5-6.
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after which recommendations could be made.44

4.3 External communications

Reportedly every single item of mail entering and leaving the key Project
sites was inspected by hand, without exception, after being collected from
the post boxes by armed guards. Any sensitive information would then be
censored, and senders who included particularly suspicious content were
investigated. Acceptable mail was marked with a stamp which included
the examiner’s identifying number. Notably, Richard Feynman seemed to
take great pleasure from continuing to exchange harmless coded puzzles
with his wife even after being questioned by security officials, as if teasing
those workers inspecting mail as part of a game.45 This behaviour arguably
reflected his opinion on the censorship, which he later described as being
“utterly illegal” for which they had “no right to do”. He went on to explain
that, in order to overcome this issue, the censorship process was technically
entirely voluntary, as workers agreed to post their letters unsealed and grant
permission for inspection. The whole ordeal presents itself as a thoroughly
frustrating one for all involved, but ultimately it was vital for the Project’s
success. Even the censorship itself was censored in letters.46

Additionally, individual phone calls were monitored by an operator,
and were terminated if there was any suspicion that classified information
was about to be divulged. Censorship reminder posters were positioned in
public phone booths within the sites. This only added to the loneliness felt by
families living on the Project sites, who were isolated from friends and family
by the censorship measures. Guidelines on the kinds of information which
should be omitted from discussion and correspondences were made widely
available as part of the information safeguarding educational program.

An important controlled channel of information output from the Project
was that of the official Manhattan Project journalist, William L. Laurence of
The New York Times. Recruited in April 1945 by Leslie Groves, his task was to
document the Project’s progress in the role of official historian, and also pre-
pare the first press releases for after the bombings. As such, he was the only
journalist in the world with direct access to the Project’s activities, enabling
him to eyewitness both the Trinity test and the bombing of Nagasaki.

44Hadden 1945, p. 6.2 - 6.7.
45Security and Secrecy.
46Feynman 1976, p. 16.
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5 Effectiveness of secrecy and censorship

Whilst it would be easy enough to assume that the success of the Project
implied correspondingly successful secrecy, there is evidence which could
suggest that the Project was not quite as secretive as first thought, and so
requires evaluation.

5.1 Soviet spies and atomic espionage

One of the most significant arguments for the ineffectiveness of the secrecy
and censorship of the Manhattan Project is that of the at times extensive
leaking of technical information to the Soviets by so-called ‘atomic spies’.
The ‘Intelligence and Security’ section of the Manhattan District History, a
multivolume documentation of the entire Project commissioned by Leslie
Groves, indicates that approximately one hundred suspected espionage
cases were dealt with during the course of the Project’s activities, along with
approximately two hundred suspected sabotage incidents.47 For example,
details of a case unearthed in April 1943 describe how a disloyal employee
passing information to a spy was identified by surveillance efforts and
determined counterespionage measures involving undercover agents were
deployed to prevent further leaking of information.48

However, not all espionage cases were successfully identified and halted,
thereby raising serious questions as to the effectiveness of the Project’s
secrecy and censorship. The most famous example of this is the case of
Klaus Fuchs, who as a classified employee and one of the lead scientists
was able to provide detailed technical information to Moscow. Likewise,
Theodore Hall was a young scientist working on the Project who successfully
leaked detailed technical specifications of the ‘Fat Boy’ bomb to his Soviet
courier contact, Saville Sax. These cases highlight the difficultly in balancing
the recruitment of the world’s top scientists in the field of nuclear physics
with maintaining adequately high security levels, and inevitably in this
situation, some of the recruits will be disloyal. With only so much time and
effort being able to be devoted to background personnel checks, and much of
the political information being obtained via questionnaire, it was impossible
to be certain of any employee’s loyalties. Additionally, there was only a
limited number of suitably qualified, knowledgeable and available scientists
to conduct the research supporting the atomic bomb, and in combination
with the sense of urgency surrounding the Project, some sacrifices with
regards to security had to be made. Whilst the Project’s ignorance of the
extensive and successful espionage activities by the Soviets did not prevent

47Hadden 1945, p. S2.
48Ibid., p. 2.3.
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it achieving the United States’s short-term goal of developing and using
atomic weapons, it did arguably have serious and sustained consequences
with regards to subsequent Cold War tensions.

5.2 What did the Germans know about the Manhattan Project?

Unlike the Soviets, it seems that the Germans knew comparatively little
about the Manhattan Project’s activities taking place in the United States.
Scientists captured in Nazi-occupied territory during the U.S. Alsos mis-
sion were returned to Farm Hall in Cambridgeshire, England for formal
interrogation and also secret tape recording as part of Operation Epsilon,
the transcripts of which were eventually declassified and published in 1992.
The transcripts reveal that the Germans were largely ignorant of the Allied
progress towards having a useable atomic bomb (with a few somewhat
confusing exceptions), and the subsequent bombing of Japan came seem-
ingly as a genuine surprise. Some have argued that in light of this, and
various other evidence, the Germans had either entirely missed or at least
misunderstood many of the claimed Manhattan Project information leaks.
When evaluating this evidence, it must be realised that the transcripts are a
difficult source to analyse, as it is not entirely clear if statements were staged
or censored by the captured scientists in response to suspecting that rooms
were bugged. Additionally, it is extremely difficult to establish whether
lacking knowledge of the Manhattan Project reflects effective secrecy, misun-
derstanding or dismissal of leaked information, or poor circulation of leaked
information amongst leading German scientists. The fact that some of the
scientists indicated some awareness of the Manhattan Project’s activities
would suggest that German espionage was perhaps poor coordinated relat-
ive to the Soviets. Thus, this demonstrates that whilst the Project’s secrecy
and security was not perfectly established, effective foreign intelligence is
as much about handling, processing and distribution of information as it is
about obtaining it in the first place.49

5.3 Information leaks and ‘loose talk’ incidents

Despite all of the efforts to maintain secrecy of the Project, there were
occasional leaks and slip-ups, though most incidents were unintentional.50

All leaks were fully investigated and followed to their source in order to
inform future policy procedures and avoid recurrence. From September
1943 onwards, the Project had to deal with more than 1,500 incidents in
which information was obtained by unauthorised persons, and procedures

49Wellerstein 2013c.
50Lawrence Daily Journal-World 1945.
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were reviewed and modified in the majority of these cases. This also formed
part of the Project’s counterintelligence activities to intercept and prevent
espionage or sabotage attempts.51 For example, July 1943 saw the magazine
Business Week write about “the Army’s most secret project” (Oak Ridge),
whilst the Schenectady (New York) Gazette made reference to uranium; both
had clearly failed to appreciate the significance of the letter sent to them by
the Office of Censorship and so had published their articles without first
obtaining authorisation.

Other leaks, however, whilst still unintentional, were far more serious
with potentially dangerous consequences. On 15th August 1944, approxim-
ately two million listeners of a nationwide radio program by Arthur Hale
entitled ‘Confidentially Yours’ were told that the army were about to success-
fully split the atom from which they could produce a weapon. This situation
arose from procedural errors at the broadcasting network, namely that the
script not being checked for conformity with The Code of Wartime Practices
nor was Hale himself aware of the details of the Code. The incident resulted
in the destruction of all copies of the broadcast recording, and a heightening
of the military’s overseeing of the Office of Censorship. Throughout the war,
the military and Office of Censorship were having to deal with a constant
barrage of potential incidents, and by September 1944, some 104 references
to classified subjects had been made since 1939, with almost three quarters
of these having occurred since the June 1943 letter to the press.52

Not all information leaks by the press were caused by code ignorance or
slips of the tongue, with John Raper’s March 1944 publication of his article
‘Forbidden City’ in the Cleveland Press being the most notable case. In it,
he described the “mystery town” of Los Alamos, home to a secret project
involving future weapons directed by J. Robert Oppenheimer. Whilst there
is no reference made to atomic technologies, the significance of this publica-
tion lies in the fact that it reveals the location, importance and details of the
Los Alamos site itself. The military stated shortly after the incident that the
journalist and paper had showed “a complete lack of responsibility”.53

These examples, then, highlight the commonly underreported gaps
in the tight net of secrecy and censorship commonly associated with the
Manhattan Project. However, as will be discussed in due course, the con-
sequences of these leaks actually appeared to be rather limited.

51Hadden 1945, pp. S2, 6.5.
52Sweeney 2001, p. 201-4.
53Wellerstein 2013b.
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6 Consequences of secrecy and censorship

Whilst the upmost degree of secrecy and censorship was necessary for the
success of the Project, it was not without its consequences which had to be
considered and overcome.

6.1 Worker lifestyle and morale

There is no doubt that work contributing to the Manhattan Project was
at times repetitive, seemingly unrelated to the rest of the war efforts, and
ultimately without a known purpose. However, the extent to which methods
of secrecy directly impacted the Project’s employees and the work they were
conducting is unclear. George Turner, a manager at Oak Ridge, explained in
a 1947 radio interview how given that “no one knew what was being made
. . . a lot of the people thought they were wasting their time . . . it was
up to me to explain to the dissatisfied workers that they were doing a very
important job . . . but I almost went crazy myself trying to figure out what
was going on”. Workers allocated tasks were so far removed from anything
meaningful and directly applicable to the war efforts that their work often
made little sense to them. For example, Mary Anne Bufard, a laundry
worker, is commonly quoted as saying that after washing, her job was to
hold uniforms “up to a special instrument and if I heard a clicking noise, I’d
throw it back in to be done [washed] all over again. That’s all I did, all day
long”. To a modern historian, Bufard was clearly performing the important
role of monitoring the radioactivity of uniforms using a Geiger counter,
but at the time the task would understandably have seemed pointless and
repetitive.54

These anecdotes reflect an extreme level of secrecy and compartmental-
isation, resulting in workers only knowing the minimal amount of inform-
ation required to complete their job effectively, which was usually limited
to simple instructions of how to carry out the task itself and nothing more.
Thus, whilst this secrecy did not inhibit workers’ ability to complete their
jobs, it certainly had a dramatic effect on their morale, as they contributed
hours of monotonous work to the Project, and saw no satisfying produce in
return. Photographic and written primary source evidence would suggest
that this in turn greatly shaped the lifestyle of Manhattan Project workers,
as planned community recreational activities, predominately sports clubs
and competitions, boomed in popularity.

54Wellerstein 2012a.
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Figure 5: One of Oak Ridge’s numerous sports teams. Photograph by Ed
Westcott, June 1947. Courtesy of the US Department of Energy.

At Oak Ridge, for example, the site’s Recreation and Welfare Association
ensured softball alone involved some 81 teams competing in ten different
leagues; in total, approximately 30 different sports activities were offered.
Additionally, the site featured seven theatres, seventeen restaurants and
cafes, a large library, bowling alleys, an amusement park, dancing classes,
thirteen supermarkets, a multi-faith church, numerous arts societies, a sym-
phony orchestra and more.55 It is therefore clear that every effort was made
to provide employees with what appeared to be a normal community life-
style and good quality of life, which was deemed necessary to establish
morale for efficient work. To combat low motivation further, numerous
billboards were produced and displayed across the sites, reminding workers
of the importance of their work in the efforts to end the war via victory as
well as the saving of U.S. lives, acting as a form of emotional blackmail to
prevent absentees.

6.2 Workers’ relationships with friends and family

Providing housing and community facilities within the Project sites for not
only workers but also their families posed considerable security concerns,
but also directly juxtaposed employees’ secretive working life with their fam-
ily life, as the Project brought wives so close to the research and development,
yet still entirely detached and useless. Before recruitment to the Project, the

55Wickware 20th August 1945, p. 94; Assistant Manager for Public Education, Oak Ridge
Operations Office, Atomic Energy Commission 1945.
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wives of the scientists would have been supporting confidantes, acting as a
person to listen to and sympathise with the difficulties and successes of their
husbands’ work in great detail. At the same time, many women would have
held jobs in academia or skilled professions, but the military and scientific
elite were still very much male dominated (in total, there were only about
10 female scientists in employment at Los Alamos).56 The Manhattan Project
forced an end to their careers, with single men being recruited in preference
to those with families, and their partners and children encouraged to remain
off site rather than move with the scientists if possible. Those who did live
on site no longer had any involvement in their husband’s academic work,
which demanded long and unusual hours, and they themselves were unable
to resume their own careers. The situation instilled frustration and a sense
of isolation in workers’ families, with both parties being unable to discuss
the work being conducted, which was ultimately the very reason why they
found themselves where they did. In essence, then, their new lives were
founded on a feeling of distrust and detachment, which undoubtedly would
have affected relationships. This situation would primarily have been an
issue only for the families of scientists with significant security clearance,
as compartmentalisation of knowledge effectively diminished the effects of
secrecy measures on family life for lower ranked workers, as they had very
little or no classified information to divulge to partners and children.

Life was certainly difficult and depressing for the wives of the workers,
but they did soon befriend one another and discover new ways of occupying
their time. All in the same position, a sense of community and sisterhood
quickly developed, catalysed by numerous parties and gatherings in the
evenings, and the women worked hard to create some kind of quality of
life for themselves whilst at the Project sites. Over time, the Project began
offering employment for the women, to both curb the increasingly raucous
behaviour and to address the need for unskilled labour to perform highly
repetitive tasks of low importance, and in January 1944 the opportunity
was officially advertised at Los Alamos for the first time. Despite the excep-
tionally dull work and low pay, the majority of women were soon working,
perhaps fuelled by a patriotic sense of duty and a desire for purpose and
activity in their lives.57

6.3 Compartmentalisation of scientific research

There often existed conflicting interests between the Army and the scient-
ists conducting research, with regards to effectively developing the nuclear
technologies whilst still maintaining secrecy and distributing the minimum

56Women and the Bomb.
57Hales 1997, p. 211-4.
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amount of knowledge amongst employees. This relationship reflects an in-
teresting example of a wider scientific revolution in technologies of warfare
which emerged during World War II, and the incorporation of scientists
and engineers into a novel controlled working environment.58 In particular,
disagreements over the extent to which the Project’s operations should be
compartmentalised were common, with the military favouring far stricter
controls compared with senior civilian scientists, who were accustomed
to the free exchange of scientific knowledge across international borders.
During the war, Szilard complained to administrators that compartment-
alisation “crippled this work from its very beginning” and argued that it
was hindering the progress of the Project, stating that the secrecy measures
“led to a loss of from four to eight months”.59 In January 1944, he wrote a
letter to Vannevar Bush, head of the US Office of Scientific Research and
Development (which administrated the Manhattan Project), claiming that
he knew fifteen people “who at one time or another felt so strongly about
[compartmentalisation] that they intended to reach the President”.60

Despite calls from many for relaxation of the policy to allow a select few
individuals to facilitate transmission of information between organisations
and Project locations, Groves stood by his decision to continue to strictly
enforce compartmentalisation of knowledge, stating that no-one was ex-
empt “solely by virtue of his commission or official position”, which was
extended even to Congress until approval of substantial funding required
the briefing of a select few members of Congress in early 1944.61 However,
the Los Alamos Laboratory was one area of the Project in which levels of
compartmentalisation were limited, at the request of Oppenheimer, who
realised that it was vital that the research groups were able to share and
discuss results and ideas in order to make rapid progress. After the war, he
recalled that they “needed a central laboratory . . . where people could talk
freely with each other, where theoretical ideas and experimental findings
could affect each other, where the waste and frustration and error of the
many compartmentalized experimental studies could be eliminated”.62 This
was a rare example of the practicalities of the scientific research overriding
military discipline and control, for which Oppenheimer was praised as
worker morale at the lab was comparatively high thanks to the scientific
freedom of speech facilitated by weekly colloquia. Therefore, compartment-
alisation of information did not inhibit scientific research as the Los Alamos
Laboratory remained coordinated by allowing discussions between research

58Mendelsohn 1997, p. 176.
59Hargittai 2008, p. 104.
60Rhodes 1988, p. 508.
61National Counterintelligence Centre 2011, p. 98-9.
62Rhodes 1988, p.447-8.
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groups, yet it continued to maintain a high level of security in all other areas
of the Project dealing with administration, production and engineering.63

7 Conclusion

It was the aim of this discussion to attempt to address a number of ques-
tions, such as ‘how was Manhattan Project secrecy achieved?’, ‘why was
employees’ work not compromised or hindered?’ and ‘what did the work-
ers really know?’. We have examined in detail the methods of secrecy and
censorship used by the Project, and then considered their consequences
and effectiveness. What has become apparent is that whilst on the whole
successfully keeping a project of such scale and complexity secret is nothing
short of remarkable, this feat was not without its drawbacks, notably the
consequences it had on the quality of life of its workers with regards to
workplace morale and family relationships. However, most importantly the
effect on the progress of scientific research and technological development
itself was minimised by compartmentalisation of knowledge forming the
core principle which underpinned the secrecy methods. This arguably set
the benchmark for future secretive governmental activities by outlining an
exemplar framework for achieving effective secrecy within a large multi-
faceted organisation. Additionally, we have seen that, in contrast to what
is commonly reported, the Project secrecy was in fact far from watertight
and there were hundreds of information leaks. Despite this, I argue that
these incidents were of little benefit to the enemy due once again to compart-
mentalisation, which rendered small leaked chunks of information useless
in isolation. This novel technique for achieving secrecy was in my opinion,
therefore, the true genius behind the Manhattan Project and was almost
certainly fundamental to its ultimate success, both in the Project remaining
largely unknown and in developing and utilising atomic weapons as part of
the World War II Allied victory.
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